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Abstract. The shortest path query is one of the most popular location-based services for navigation. With it, 
one can determine a best route from a source to a destination in an unfamiliar environment and then save 
time for travelling. But under this service, some sensitive information may be leaked to others due to its 
contents, especially when the owners of the routing data do not have the necessary infrastructure to run and 
maintain a system for processing shortest path, that they outsourcing it to the cloud environments for 
computing. The cloud server may be un-trusted and has a strong ability of calculation, then it can launch 
structural pattern attack and the graph reconstruction attack, and with computing the shortest path of the 
network diagram it will acquire the user’s sensitive information. In this paper, we propose a protocol that 
allows the query of the shortest path in cloud environments and while the same time protecting the querying 
owner’s privacy, so the user can enjoy the convenience of the location service without worried the leak of 
privacy. 

1 Introduction 
With the improvement of geo-positioning technologies and the widely application of smart 

phones, location based service (LBS) technologies have produced a profound effect on people’s life. 
As a form of service, the LBS can let people retrieve the nearest neighbor point of interesting (POI) 
places or retrieve the location of the destination route gradually becomes indispensable in People's 
Daily life, and then brought a lot of business opportunities and business interests. Then along with 
the development of the cloud service technology, with the powerful computing capacity of cloud 
services, the location based service showed more great application prospect and value. 

Nevertheless, use of LBS may pose a privacy threat to whom enjoying the advantages of it. 
Especially for people query the nearest POI or shorted path with their actual location. Notice that, 
with those clues the adversary can easily get such as user residence, workplace, religion and politics, 
which can lead to such as stealing, personal injury, political attack etc. As the existence of potential 
attack, some parts of user became concerns about their privacy leak and dare not to use. So the 
problem of privacy prevents the development of LBS to a certain extent. And at the same time, this 
also affected the expansion of the service industry and the improvement of service quality. 

Recently, the privacy problem has drawn extensively interests in researching, and most of the 
methods are applied to the nearest neighbor query. However, the privacy risk of shortest path query 
is far higher than that of the nearest neighbor query, because the shortest path query need to protect 
not only the current location privacy, but also the privacy of the source and destination node and 
even the path which between them. Lee, et al. in [1] put forward the navigation of the shortest path 
privacy preserving on obfuscation. It obfuscates the source and destination node with the same 
query demand nodes or adds dummy nodes and sent the notes set to the LBS. Then the LBS 
computes the shortest path with the notes set and return the path set to the client. Through the data 
set the LBS will be confused with the actual query, and then the purpose of preserving the client’s 
privacy is achieved. Mouratidis et al [4] uses a no information leak mechanism. In their mechanism 
they pre-computation the shortest path of every pair of nodes, and store those edge-weight data in 
the severs, when the clients query the shortest path, they use the privacy information retrieval (PIR) 
method to require the data page, and then client find out the shortest path which he need from the 
data page. Xi et al. [3] based on the calculation of minimum path algorithm of Floyd-Warshall 
algorithm, create a matrix for the pairs of nodes, and instead of pre-computation every node pairs 
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they use the PIR methods to compute the edge-weight of every hop and then calculation the shortest 
path. 

The privacy of query shortest path maybe solved through the methods mentioned above. 
However, along with the cloud outsourcing technology puts forward and development, this 
technology beside improve the ability of service also take with the privacy problem back again, and 
the leak of information between the client and server changed to among the client, data owner and 
cloud server, which makes the methods powerful in conventional LBS becomes unable to adapt the 
new structure of service, and to preserving the privacy we must to find another methods.  

In this paper, we provide a privacy preserving method which in un-trusted cloud environments of 
outsourcing data for the shortest path query. The method is based on the transformational network 
graphs, and the obfuscate mechanism this method can preserve the privacy from the data owner and 
the cloud server. The contributions of this paper are: 
 We formalize a general methodology that provably achieves the privacy preserving in 

outsourcing data for the shortest path query; 
 We develop specific schemes that implement this general methodology; 
 We evaluate our solutions on road network graphs and assess their trade-offs; 
 As far as I know it’s the first time to formalize methodology of query privacy preserving of 

the shortest path in cloud environments. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing related work 

in privacy preserving of the shortest path. Section 3 details the protocol of processing framework 
and discusses the main functionalities. Analyze this theory in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 we 
conclude the paper. 

2 Related Works 
In this section we discuss the obfuscation and PIR-based methods in the LBS, and along with the 

work of privacy preserving in outsourcing data for cloud environments. 
2.1Obfuscation and PIR-based Methods for Privacy Preserving. 
Among the privacy preserving methods with the obfuscate mechanism, k-anonymity is the most 

famous one, which is imported by Gruteser et al. [7] from the release of the data privacy protection. 
In [7] anonymizer replaces the coordinates of the originating client u with a region (usually a square 
or a circle) that includes u and at least k-1 other clients, because there are k clients in the region 
others unable to identify which the k clients inside the anonymous region is the originator. There 
exist several methods based on this mechanism. For example, the [8,9,10] is methods for 
privacy-preserving scheme for continuous query and the [12,13,14,11] is about reducing the 
anonymous region, however, on the shortest path query we only see one method in literature [1].Its 
mechanism is: anonymizer chooses the three different kinds of obfuscate methods for shortest path 
query, namely, independent obfuscated path query, shared obfuscated path query and anti-collusion 
obfuscated path query. With the degree of privacy from the client sets, anonymizer choose the a 
method and different amounts of fake nodes, in order to reduce the calculate of redundant data, the 
fake nodes and real notes must satisfy the amounts of the method need, so the privacy preserve 
method can’t impact the efficiency of the shortest path algorithm. This method has to preserve 
clients’ location privacy from LBS, but the anonymizer sometimes maybe un-trusted, so the method 
of no information leakage is provided. 

PIR method is a type of no information leakage mechanism, and also popular on the k-nearest 
neighbor query. With the encrypt process of the query information, the PIR is also no information 
leak to the clients vicinity. Ghinita etc. in [15] first import this computationally PIR into the 
location privacy preserving, then malicious research is based on this mechanism. Khoshgozaran 
etc.[16] puts forward the concept of hardware PIR, and establish an index tree method for PIR. In  
proposes a method using latitude and longitude different decimal in PIR to reduce the high 
consumption in computing and storage. For the shortest path problem, in literature [4], the LBS 
pre-computation the shortest path of every pair of nodes, and store those edge-weight data in severs, 
when the clients query the shortest path, they use the general hardware PIR method to retrieval data 
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pages they query. In [16] they use the secure co-processor (SCP) for reduce the processing 
complexity. Xi et al. [3] based on the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, create a matrix for the pairs of 
nodes, and instead of pre-computation every node pairs they use the PIR methods to compute the 
edge-weight of every hop and then calculation the shortest path. 

2.2Privacy Preserving in Outsourcing Data. 
For location privacy preserving in cloud environments of outsourcing data, the two methods for 

compute the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) are proposed in [6], they all assume cloud environments to 
be un-trusted, although not, maybe semi-honest, which means processing of kNN must no 
information leaked. Through methods are powerful in securing kNN queries, is obviously useless 
for shortest path computation. Therefore [2] proposed a method which transforms the original 
graphic into outsourcing graphic with 2-HOP delegation, and then cloud server can’t reconstruct the 
original graphic with the outsourcing graphic. Homomorphic encryption method is used in [5] for 
computation edge-weight in privacy. The same as [2] this method also needs the source and 
destination for computation, and can’t preserve privacy too. Method in [17] can compute the 
distance between two nodes with no information leak, but this method is suitable for Euclidean 
distance calculation, and obviously useless for achieving the shortest path in network graphs. 

3 The Protocol 
In this section we first introduce essential preliminary concepts. We then present the frame of the 

protocol which can solve the problem of the privacy of shortest path in cloud environments. 
3.1Protocol Model. 
The system model comprises of three distinct entities: (1) the data owner; (2) the outsourced 

cloud service provider（for short cloud server）and (3) the client. The entities are illustrated in Fig.1. 
The data owner has the routing data set but does not have the infrastructure to run for processing 

the shortest path, and outsource the data set calculation to a cloud provider. As the data set of the 
geo-position is calculated in cloud also has the nodes of clients, there must be some processing to 
transform the network graphs into a type which cloud can’t be reconstructed, and send 
transformation to cloud server.  

Client Outsourced
Cloud SeverData OwnerQuery the shortest path outsourced graph to compute 

Shortest path of outsource graphshortest path of original graph

 
Fig. 1.Protocol model 

The cloud server receives the transformational data set from the data owner; it calculates the 
shortest path. Because there is no query node relative to a transformed one, the cloud server does 
not know any information about the query of clients. Although the cloud server typically processes 
powerful computational resources, processing on the shortest path in Dijkstra or Floyd method 
incurs a significant processing overhead. In this protocol we only use cloud server for shortest 
computation, and the data set is not encrypted.  

The client has a query Q and wishes to find the shortest path to the destination. The client sends 
a query to data owner, and data owner finds the network graphs which contain the source and 
destination nodes, then sends transformed graph to cloud server for shortest computation. Note that, 
in sends query to data owner the location information of the client must to be preserved.  

3.2 Preliminary Assumptions and Attacker Model. 
In this paper, we formalize the problem of shortest path in outsource data, and the main objective 

is to preserve clients’ privacy from the outsource cloud server. So for tackling it systematically, we 
now present a series of security and privacy assumptions. We shall assume that: 
 The computing capacity of cloud server is powerful, and can efficiently compute the 

shortest path with the complex road network graphic, even the data sets are very larger.  
 There is no collusion between the data owner and the cloud server. This assumption is a 

reasonable one, because both the data owner and the cloud server’s interest are to maximize their 
business benefit. Collusion between them would result in a loss of trust. 
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 The data owner is trusted, but the cloud server is un-trust. We regard the methods 
mentioned above are efficient and in the process of client send information to data owner there is no 
information leaked. The cloud server is semi-honest. It executes the process of computing shortest 
but curious about the source and destination nodes of the query without malevolence. With the 
powerful capacity of computation, the cloud server can reconstruct the network graphs for acquiring 
the source and destination nodes, and even relevant them with the shortest path. 
 When querying, clients maybe in the edges or in nodes, for this protocol we formulate the 

graphs’ nodes as the source nodes, the query is from the nodes not the current position of clients. 
The original network graph G=(V,E), the source node is s∈V and destination node is d∈V, (s,d)∈
E is the edge sets from s to d. The shortest path is the edge sets which weight sum is the smallest. 

3.3 Protocol Processing. 
Processing of this protocol is divided into two phases, one is the communication between clients 

and data owner for requesting the road network graphs, the other is the communication between 
data owner and cloud server for computing shortest distances. We believe that the first phase is 
trustful, and there is no information leaked, so this protocol is mainly to deal with the second phase. 
This phase is for disposing of road network graphs. In this phase we use the pattern from [2], 
transform the original graph into 2-HOP delegation graph. Then we formally define as follows:  

Definition 1(Delegation nodes) Let G = (V, E) be an original graph, n is the nodes number, the 
nodes of original graph )1}(,...,{ 21 nNNNV n ≤= , DV is the nodes random selected in V, and with 
those nodes we can transform the original graph into a outsourcing delegation 
graph, )1}(...,{, 21 kiNNNDVVDV DiDD ≤≤=⊆ , where k is the number sets by client. DV is 
called as the delegation nodes.  

Definition 2(Shortest path) with the definition 1, let 
21 ,NNe be the edge between 1N and 2N , 

),( 21 NNw is the weight of edge
21 ,NNe .The shortest distance is the sum of weights between two 

nodes, we use Gδ define the shortest distance of two delegation nodes which pass without the 
delegation nodes, if the shortest distance pass the delegation nodes we see there is no edges between 
them, then use the sets of Gδ and delegation nodes construct the outsource graph. The shortest path 
is the shortest distance between two nodes of the outsource graph. 
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(a)Original graph of routing with delegation nodes (b) 2-HOP delegation graph 
Fig.2. 2-HOP delegation graph 

We illustrate the transformation process of the graph in figure 2.Data owner randomly selects 
delegation nodes that filled with gray in Fig.2a. Then the data owner pre-computes shortest distance 
sets of Gδ and constructs the delegation graph. In Fig.2b there is a delegation graph constructs from 
Fig.2a, we may see there is no edge between nodes Q and J, because the shortest distance passes the 
node H. With the 2-HOP delegation graph though computing powerful the cloud server is, it can’t 
infer the current routing case through structural pattern attack and the graph reconstruction attack. 

We now proceed to describe the protocol. The data owner pre-transform the current road 
networkgraphic data G into a set of outsourced delegation },...,{ ||21 G

oooo GGGG = , and deploy oG on 
the cloud server. A link graph lG  is conserved on the data owner, which maintains the relationship 
between a node in G and a delegation node in oG .When the client request shortest path to its current 
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position and destination nodes, it sends the request to data owner. After receiving the request, the 
data owner check whether its current position is at the edge of the graph, if so, the data owner 
chooses the nearest node of the edge as its query position. Then the data owner random chooses 

c
oG  from oG , where c

oG contains the source and destination nodes. After those, it sends the chosen 
c
oG  with the transformed nodes to cloud server. The cloud server computes the shortest distance 

with the nodes and c
oG , then sends the shortest distance back to the data owner. The data owner 

receives the distance and combines with the nodes to transform them with lG into the original 
graph. So the shortest path in the original graph is acquired and the data owner sends it to the client. 
The entire process cloud server only disposes the delegation graph, and can’t reconstruct the 
original graph with through structural pattern attack and the graph reconstruction attack. (The 
2-HOP delegation graph can resist the reconstruction attack can be seen in [2]) 

4 Theoretical analyses 
In this section, we analyze the structure of our protocol described in Section 3.On one hand, we 

analyses the security for the client. On the other, we analyses the processing cost of the protocol. 
4.1 Security Analysis. 
As the 2-HOP delegation graph can resist structural pattern attack and the graph reconstruction 

attack. We analyze the security from the probability of the cloud server gain query information 
infers from the graph which it has conserved. This information can be gained from the relation with 
client’s source and destination nodes and the shortest path. 

Now we analyze from the worst case condition. Assume the delegation graph only has three 
nodes in it. The data owner sends the transformed source and destination nodes to cloud server with 
two nodes for the shortest path, and the cloud server computes in the delegation graph with three 
nodes, so the probability of the nodes been inferred by cloud server is 2/3, and edge is 1/3. This 
means once the cloud server corresponds the delegation graph with the original graph, it has 1/3 
probability to know the path of the client. We must sure that the road networkgraphic is very 
complex, and for security the data owner chooses the delegation must larger than three nodes. If 
there are four nodes in the delegation graph, the probability is 1/6, when the nodes number is n this 
may be !/)!2(2/1 2 nnCn −= . At the same time, delegation nodes have no relation with the original 
graph, the complexity of the cloud server to infer the query of the client even more difficult. 

4.2 Complexity Analysis. 
The client sends a query to data owner’s temporal cost is depended on service of quality which 

no relation to this paper, and we assume the cloud server has powerful computation capacity 
without temporal cost in computing the shortest path. So we only analyze the temporal cost in 
processing under data owner. The client sends the source and destination nodes to data owner; the 
data owner first finds the pair of nodes in road networkgraph, once this graph has n nodes in it, the 
finding temporal cost is O (n). After finds the nodes in road networkgraph, the data owner need to 
link the pair of nodes to the delegation graph sets with lG , this link phase need to find the delegation 
graph which contain the pair of query nodes, Because },...,{ ||21 G

oooo GGGG = ,to find the related 
delegation graph from this set needs O (n).So we can see all the temporal cost of this protocol 
process is  O (n)+ O (n)= O (n). 

5 Conclusions and Future Works 
In this paper, we study how to preserve privacy for shortest path query in un-trusted cloud 

environments. We define a protocol which uses the 2-HOP delegation graph to resist the structural 
pattern attack and the graph reconstruction attack. But in this protocol we assumes the data owner 
as an honest one, in the real world it maybe sometimes doesn’t true, so in the future we will do 
research in this phase.  
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